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About This Game

Dr. Eggman (aka Dr. Robotnik) has returned, turning helpless animals into robots and forcing them to build his ultimate
weapon, the Death Egg!

But this time, Sonic has a friend that can help him: Tails! Find the 7 Chaos Emeralds and stop Dr. Robotnik’s evil scheme!
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Title: Sonic The Hedgehog 2
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.
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Couldn't get into it. Over an hour in; no real story, no gameplay, bad/boring environments, and most importantly not a shred of
horror.. I love concept of this game. but Campfire is really suck a lot of bug almost can't play.
I think I can find a game like Campfire but which is better.
I will refund but If this game fix a lot of bug I may buy it again.
I love that they use voice not type. Use voice is easier to communicate or discuss.

** Sorry for my broken English. This is an awesome game, srsly. I love it. Amazing graphics, so many things happening at the
same time at screen, 10\/10. RAGE Mood is ON !!!
hahahahaha...damn .. i will finished this game... urghh. Right now, even for the low price of 2€, it is not ready to be sold yet.
Too many tooltip errors and other shenangigans.
Wait for a few more patches, and then you can look here again.. I grew up in Chicago and I remember, as a kid, this BEAST
flying low and fast right along the lakefront. It was so loud that it would set off all of the car alarms in all the neighborhoods
along the lake. I have always loved and wanted to fly the B-1B. This addon is mediocre but its the best sim that I know (I've
looked for others) of for this aircraft at this point in time.

As much as I was skeptical about buying this aircraft, I really wasn't all that disappointed. I thought it handled just fine flying.
Anyone who tells you that it is flawed in flight just hasn't RTFM (Read the F****** Manual). Decents and landings can be
tricky but quite fun if done properly. No combat capabilities but still fun to fly low and fast across the ground.

Yes, this is pretty much a "half finished" payware aircraft. Lots of buttons and switches that don't work which is disappointing
but this DLC is cheap, especially on sale. Give it a go if you've ever been as big of a fan of the B-1B as I am. I really hope
someone makes a detailed simulation for the B-1 with combat capabilities, like in DCS World, but until then, this is the best we
have.

. Mixed bag. If you haven't seen Yuuji's backstory then this will be a treat. Yet, the main route is simply a series of flashbacks
with an ending that simply sets up the next game. Doesn't feel like a complete product compared to the first game.

Afterstories for the heroines are a nice wrap up for the first game. The grand route bridges things to the final game but I get the
feeling the last game is going to scrap and individual routes for the Heroines. The way they quickly revealed the secrets of two
of the heroines to the rest of the cast and didn't bridge the afterstories to the final game supports my theory.

TL:DR If you're a fan of the series and you're certain to play the 3rd game then get this. If you've been spoiled about Yuuji's
past or aren't sure if you'll play the third then you might want to pass on this one.. This could really be a great game
But as it stands i cant recommend it

The Stealth system is not fun to use , you can't re-fill stealth points (IE hide from the guards until they think you are no longer in
the area)

I haven't seen a way to reduce the amount of guards in each sector once the meter rises to a certain point - you would think its
impossible to move guards to a location indefinitely but it seems like thats not the case
once the notoriety is up , it stays there

a few other minor things im missing :
voice acting instead of reading a lot of text - that would also be a very nice addition to the game
Better controls - it feels so awkward until you get the hand of it

as it stands , i dont think this game is worth 20 dollars (especially now during the sale where older but much larger games cost
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around the same amount)
Wait for the price to drop or wait for improvments to the game. Oh no.....not another one. Come On ! When will the same game
over and over be too much ? Between this LONG DRAWN OUT time management, to MATCH-3, to BLOODY CARD
GAMES.........

Something new....PLEASE.

This game is way too boring to talk about.. quot;No dream is too big. No challenge is too great. Nothing we want for our future
is beyond our reach."

- ♥♥♥♥♥ Trumpet
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Something of a hidden gem for fans of Zachtronics puzzle games such as SpaceChem. This one, however, seems to have rigidly
defined puzzles, i.e. you need to find the one and only correct solution for each one. This is opposite to SpaceChem where the
playing field is open and the same goal can be achieved in an almost infinite number of ways. [the Sequence] does have its own
mechanics to make it different from the rest of the games like it: you can not only move the "binary data point", but also the
instructions that move it! So the playing field is quite dynamic. Anyway, the game seems to be well worth the asking price, and
especially the sale price.. I paid to win.. This game is great for children and bordom management. It reminds me of a classic
"Snake" game but with a little more flare. There are plenty of levels to unlock, Centifeed body parts to equip, and several
different types of bugs to "eat". I particularly enjoyed the Slime level. That level made me smile whimsically as I destroyed
different colored slimes and collected their DNA. In addition to the Slime level there are Desert, Forest, Water, and more levels
to explore.

I hope there is a mobile (Android and iOS) release of this game as it would be an even better platform for this type of game..
Arcania: Fall of Setariff, starts you off at a high level with good equipment, and soon turns into more instant action than the
original game.

I enjoyed it, being more combat and all, and I loved the archer!...almost went a little "Wolfenstein Light" there for a while.

It is true it is short but I don't give bad ratings because of game length. it was fun to play, so get it on discount and you won't
have a problem with play time.

The game runs very much like the original and as such is recommended.

Se my original ArcaniA review for further info.

https://store.steampowered.com/recommended/recommendgame/39690

Anaqim. 7/10 - Very simple yet good game. Worth the price.. It's the best movie editor on Steam value-wise ($10).

Its a basic movie editor but has many strengths like the ability to export in many video, audio and image file formats like
animated gif.

The author updates the program on a regular basis unlike the other video editors on Steam that just change the year of their
program and try and charge you again

The one thing that isn't so great is the Titler. Its very basic and clunky to use if you want to add captions or title fades,
practically non-existent.. Be better with more people but when there is people I enjoy it :P. Bought this game as it looked pretty
good from the screenshots. Played it for about 5 minutes and couldn't bear to play it any more, the controls seemed very
unresponsive and the gunfights were awful. Also had graphics issues were textures were missing. I managed to get to the Wrath,
who is 3rd Champion.

The game is good, pretty well comparable to Tower of Guns (much more than other rogue-likes).

The good - The amount of cheese strategies is great in every level. Which is good as i suck at dodging. The weapon altering is
also a nifty feature. Controls are responsive, falling out of the world is not very bad and the selection of upgrades is good as
well.

The bad - The first boss is easy with a high damage laser rifle. The second boss is very boring as she has only one attack and lots
of health. The third boss...i was not doing much of damage with 3 different damage upgrades. And there are 4 more bosses after
that. Forget all other options, focus on damage and dodging, every other upgrade is meaningless. Also, Free Lunch doesnt work,
so try other HP upgrades.
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